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ART
Your sketchbook will be your best tool for revision. Your end of year exam will be a written
paper. There will be some essay style questions that will test your ability to successfully
describe and analyse a notable artwork/artist. Make sure to revise terminology and artists,
specifically the process and context in which they worked.
Half-term 1-2: Natural Form
Definition for the formal elements: Tone, Texture, Form, Line, Composition
Mark-making techniques
Definition of a Natural Form
Colour theory: Primary | Secondary | Tertiary| Complimentary | Harmonious
William Morris: the context and process in which he worked
Karl Blossfeldt: His medium & subject matter
Definition of macro photography and its DSLR function
Half-term 2-3: Landscape
Types of landscapes and differentiating between foreground, mid-ground and background
Perspective: Linear (One-point) & Aerial (Atmospheric)
Colour field painting in landscapes: Colour palettes and their effect
Notable artists: L.S Lowry | Claude Monet | Gilda Baron
Impressionist landscapes: Definition| What techniques were used? | What was the effect?
What makes a landscape photograph successful?
Half-term 5-6: Portraiture
Notable portrait artists: Vincent Van Gogh | Adrian Piper | Lucien Freud | Rembrandt | Egon
Schiele | Pablo Picasso | Jean Michel Basquiat | Paula Becker
Why did artists create self-portraits?
Female artists – reinforcing their artistic role
Exploring their individuality as an artist
Political/cultural expression
Experimenting with technology
Documenting time & self
Develop skills and self-expression
Self-promotion
Vulnerability
What mediums have artists used to create portraits / self-portraits?
Human proportion
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BIOLOGY
For each of the topics you needs to revise the listed topics. Each topic has a list of revision
questions to help you prepare for the End of year exam. At the end of the revision there are
anatomical diagrams for the organ systems that you need to complete.
Useful websites and links:
BBC bitesize/ crash course biology/ centre of the cell
The circulatory system
Revision topics:
Heart anatomy- label the chambers and the vessels of the heart
Red blood cell adaptation
Revision questions
Explain why the left side of the heart is thicker than the right side of the heart
What keeps blood from flowing backwards?
What are the functions for the following blood cells?
Red blood cells
white blood cells
Platelets
Describe three ways a red blood cell is adapted to its function
State two differences between an artery and a vein.
The Respiratory system
Revision topics
The anatomy of the respiratory system
Adaptation of the alveoli to gas exchange
Aerobic respiration
Revision questions
Explain what happens to the chest if the diaphragm contracts
Describe what happens to the air movement when the diaphragm contracts
What gases are exchanged in the alveoli?
Describe three ways in which the alveoli are adapted to maximise gas exchange
Where does respiration take place?
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The nervous system
Revision topics
The structure of a nerve cell
Types of nerves in a reflex arc
The senses
Revision questions
What is the function of the myelin sheath?
What three types of neurons are part of a reflex arc?
How many senses do we have? Give details for each of them
What senses the pain at the start of a reflex arc?
Why are reflexes so fast?
Reproduction
Revision topics
Structure and function of gametes
Hormones involved in the menstrual cycle
Pregnancy
Revision questions
Define the following terms
Hormone
Zygote
Gamete
What is ovulation and when during the menstrual cycle does it occur?
Why do sperm cells have many mitochondria?
Why does the ovum have a large cytoplasm?
What is the difference between monozygotic and dizygotic twins?
What is the role of the placenta?
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Homeostasis
Revision topics
Control of heat, water, glucose in the body
Definition of a hormone
Revision questions
Where in the brain do you find the control centre that keeps the body temperature constant?
What are the effectors that restore the body temperature back to normal if you are too cold?
Which organ filters the blood?
What prevents unwanted molecules from entering the cell?
What organ produces insulin and Glucagon?
What hormone would be released just after you have eaten a pizza?
What hormone is high just before you eat breakfast?
Anatomy diagrams
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Label the chambers and the blood vessels of the heart (NB the image is a mirror image)
Vena cava, pulmonary artery, aorta , left ventricle, right ventricle, left atrium, right atrium,
pulmonary vein

Label the parts of the respiratory system
Nasal passage, Trachea, Larynx, Diaphragm, Bronchi, alveoli

Label the parts of the neuron
Soma, Axon, Dendrite, Axon terminal, nucleus
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CHEMISTRY
Your book, glossary, prep booklet and your notes should be the first point of information for your
revision. If you missed any lesson, it is your responsibility to copy the notes from this lesson.
Section 1: Atomic Theory
Label a diagram of an atom according to the Bohr model.
Use the Periodic Table to state the number of protons, neutrons and electrons in a given atom.
Draw diagrams to show the arrangement of electrons in a given atom.
Define the terms atomic number, mass number, ion, cation and anion.
Draw diagrams to show the arrangement of electrons in an ion and its charge.
Explain the connection between group number and valence electrons.
Define the term ionic bond and draw a diagram to show the bonding in a given ionic compound.
Name simple ionic compounds (i.e NaCl is sodium chloride)
Define the term covalent bond and draw a diagram to show the bonding in a given covalent
compound.
Section 2: Metals and their reactions
Recall and explain the properties of metals.
Link the properties of metals to their uses. (Example: copper is used in electrical wiring
because is ductile)
Describe in detail the structure of a metal. Explain why metals have high melting points.
Explain why metals conduct electricity.
Define the terms reactivity and reactivity series and recall the reactivity series (16 elements).
Explain why Carbon and Hydrogen (non-metals) are included in the reactivity series of metals.
Write a word equation to describe a displacement reaction.
Recall the products produced when a metal reacts with an acid.
Describe the test for hydrogen gas.
Write word and chemical equations to describe the reaction between different metals and
acids.
Recall the products produced when a metal oxide or a metal carbonate react with an acid.
Describe the test for carbon dioxide gas.
Write word and chemical equations for the reactions of different metal oxides with acids and
metal carbonates with acids.
List and explain the three methods of extracting metals.
Explain why some metals are extracted using carbon.
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Describe the method of extracting iron in a blast furnace, naming the reactants and products
of each stage.
Section 3: The Periodic Table
Define the terms group and period of the periodic table.
Locate metals, non-metals and semi-metals on the Periodic Table.
Explain why Mendeleev is considered the father of the modern Periodic Table. How did he
organised the elements on his table?
Locate the alkali metals on the periodic table.
Write word and balanced symbol equations to show the reaction of alkali metals with water.
Describe the properties of the alkali metals.
Explain why the further down the group the alkali metal is the MORE reactive it is.
Locate the halogens on the periodic table.
Explain why the halogens are diatomic.
Describe the properties of the halogens.
Explain why the further down the group a halogen is the LESS reactive it is.
Identify the transition metals on the periodic table.
Describe some uses of the following transition metals: gold, copper, silver, titanium, nickel, iron
Describe the properties of the transition metals.
Identify the noble gases on the periodic table.
Explain why the noble gases are unreactive.
Describe some uses of the noble gases.
Compare the reactivity of the noble gases and the halogens.
Section 4: Introduction to Quantitative Chemistry
Recall the two ways of representing chemical reactions (word and symbol equation) and
identify reactants and products.
When given different formulae, identify atoms and molecules.
Distinguish between a coefficient and a subscript and know what each one of them
represents.
Name simple ionic compounds (with two and three elements).
Recall the law of conservation of mass.
Calculate amounts of reactants and products using the law of conservation of mass.
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Describe the practical investigation of the reaction of lead nitrate with potassium iodide and
name reactants and products.		
Count number of atoms in a chemical formula.
Balance chemical equations according to the law of conservation of mass.
Name the different sub-atomic particles and their individual mass.
Define the terms relative atomic mass (Ar) and relative formula mass (Mr).
Find the relative atomic mass of an element using the Periodic Table (always the bigger
number)
Calculate the relative formula mass of a substance using the relative atomic masses of its
components. [example: Mr of H2O = (Ar H2 *2) + Ar O = (1*2) + 16 = 18 amu ]
Recall Avogadro’s constant; 6.022 *1023
Define the term mole and write its abbreviation (mol).
Know the difference between a mole and a molecule.
Know how to use the relationship 1 mole ↔ 6.02 × 1023 formula units to calculate the
following:
Calculate number of moles of a substance if given specific number of formula units. (example:
6.022 × 1023 molecules of oxygen = 1 mole of O2, 18.066 * 1023 atoms of hydrogen = 18.066
* 1023 ÷ 6.02 × 1023 = 3 mol of H )
Calculate number of formula units of a substance if given specific number of moles. (example:
1 mol of water = 6.022 *1023 molecules of H2O, 3mol of iron = 3 * 6.022 *1023 = 18.066
*1023 atoms of Fe )
Section 5: The classification of chemical compounds
Draw a diagram to represent the classification of substances into their different types.
Recall the structure and properties of ionic compounds.
State 5 different simple molecules and draw the bonding in them.
Recall the properties of simple molecules.
Give 3 examples of giant covalent structures and recall the properties of giant covalent
structures.
Define the terms monomer and polymer.
Give examples of natural and synthetic polymers and recall some of their properties.
Define the terms nanotechnology and nanoparticle.
Explain different uses of nanoparticles and recall the properties of nanoparticles.
Evaluate some advantages and disadvantages of the nanotechnology.
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CLASSICS
Introduction
You should be using your notes in your book to revise all of the Latin language you have learnt
this year. Your revision should not just be reading your notes but reciting grammar tables,
writing out vocabulary and testing each other on verbs/nouns whenever you can. Vocabulary
sheets will be given out in class.
Section 1: Grammar
hic/haec/hoc - this/these
ille/illa/illud - that/those
qui/quae/quod - who/which
Comparative/superlative adjectives: e.g. celer: quick, celerior: quicker, celerrimus: quickest.
Pronouns:
Nominative

Dative

Genitive

Tu (you)

Tibi (to you)

Tuus (your)

Me (me)

Mihi (to me)

Meus (my)

Se (himself/herself)

Sibi (to himself)

Nos (we)

Nobis (to us)

Noster (our)

Vos (you)

Vobis (to you)

Vester (yours)

Section 2: Nouns
Nouns in Latin always have a gender (masculine/feminine/neuter). This cannot change. Their
ending will change depending on their number (singular/plural) and case (see 6 cases below):
Nominative – does the verb
Vocative – someone spoken to
Accusative – verb done to it
Genitive – possession (of)
Dative - to/for
Ablative – by/with/case for prepositions
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Section 3: Verbs
You need to revise the endings for the 3 tenses: present, imperfect, perfect:
Present – e.g. I eat
o- I
s- you
t- he/she/it
mus - we
tis – you (pl)
nt - they
Imperfect – e.g. I was eating
bam – I
bas – you
bat - he/she/it
bamus – we
batis – you (pl)
bant – they
Perfect – e.g. I ate
i-I
isti - you
it - he/she/it
imus - we
istis – you (pl)
erunt – they
Passive: verbs where the action is done to the subject. E.g. I am eaten, I am loved.
r-I
ris – you
tur - he/she/it
mur – we
mini – you (pl)
ntur - they
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Section 4: Translation
When translating a Latin sentence you approach it in a certain way. Firstly you should find the
verb (underline it), use the ending to work out its tense, person and meaning.
e.g. puella puerum gladio pulsabat. (imperfect, he/she, was hitting)
Then you should find the nominative noun, followed by the accusative noun.
e.g. puella (nom) puerum (acc) gladio pulsabat (was hitting).
You translate it nominative verb accusative, followed by any other cases there might be.
e.g. The girl was hitting the boy with a stick (gladio – ablative)
Section 5: Literature
You should look over your class notes about Ovid, Horace, Virgil, Apollonius and Oedipus Rex
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
Section1: HTML and CSS
Hypertext Mark-up Language
Know that HTML is the language behind web pages
Know how to create a website using html
Use the tags to write headings, paragraph and lists to your website
Insert images and hyperlink by using their tags
What is CSS and Standard CSS selectors
Know what CSS is?
Learn how CSS is used to set the styles in web pages and websites
Write CSS code to set styles, e.g. background color of sections of the page; size, font, color and
alignment of text
Know the difference between Inline, Internal and external CSS.
Know how to add properties and values to the following selectors:
o Body selector
o Heading selectors
o Paragraph
Know CSS syntax consists of a set of rules. These rules have 3 parts: a selector, a property, and
a value.
Understand CSS rule-set consists of a selector and a declaration block:
Classes and ID and floating
Know the importance of Floating when designing a website
float:right; pushes an image to the right
Allows text to wrap around it
Know how to float an image and text using CSS.
Know the difference between classes and IDs
Section 2: JavaScript
Variables, Input/output
Understand variables and know how to declare it
Understand the purpose of JavaScript?
Learn to name the variable, Assign Value to a variable
Understand the difference between variable, assignment operator and values.
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Data types/Algorithms and selection
Understand and Define Algorithm
Give examples of Algorithms
Identify how IF ELSE statements are used by a program to make decisions
Know how to write if else statements
Understand Different Data types
Know the different comparison operators in programming
While Loop
Understand what a ‘while loop is useful for and general syntax.
Understand and write while loop program code
For Loop
Difference Between For loop and while loop and usefulness of both
Know how to write a for loop with increment and decrement values
Understand what initialization is in a for loop
Understand what a Condition is in a for loop:
Understand how a Statement gets executed in a for loop.
Know what Increment/ decrement is in a for loop
Know how a Loop gets terminated.
Array
What is an array?
Know how to declare an array
What is an element of an array?
What is an index value of an array and what number does it start from?
Know how to print individual element of an array
Know how to print all the values of an array using for loop.
Understand the difference between an array and a variable
Section 3: Creating Music/Circuits With Raspberry Pi
Raspberry Pi Architecture
What is Raspberry pi?
Know that Raspberry Pi has an ARM11 RISC processor
Know the operating system that is used on the Raspberry Pi
Understand primary memory used in Raspberry pi(RAM,ROM and cache)
What is System on Chip (SoC)
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Terminal commands in Linux
Know the different Terminal Commands – Directories, Files and General commands.
Know and understand the key differences between a Command Line interface and Graphical
User Interface
Programming Music using Sonic Pi
What the play and sleep command do
How to create a loop to repeat a set of instructions
Building Circuits
Know what the basic electronic components of a circuit – resistor, LED, breadboard, and
switches.
Section 4: App Inventor
App Inventor components & Variables/selection
Explain what a variable is?
Know App Inventor can used to develop apps for which phone operating system?
Explain the difference between global and local variable
Know the different data types used for initialising a variable
How to code a decision or if…else statement in App Inventor?
Why we use if…else statements?
Looping within a range and through a list
Explain why repeat blocks are used instead of copying and pasting the same blocks in
programming
Explain the two types of for each loops in app inventor
Explain for each with list codes
Explain for each with numbers code.
What are the advantages of using procedure blocks
Know how to call a procedure
String Functions with Android and App/Tiny DB
Explain what joining strings is
Know how to use Length function in a program
Know how to use Contain function within an if statement
What is a database is?
Explain the difference between TinyDB and TinyWebDB.
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Section 5: Robotics
What is a robot?
What can robots do?
Where robots are found now?
What is a motor used for?
What are the two motors in EV3.
What is a sensor used for?
Know the 4 sensors in EV3 and their functions.
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ENGLISH
To revise effectively for your exam, go through your classwork, the knowledge grids for each
unit and essay planning advice.
The exam will be divided as follows –
Section 1: The Romantics
Socio-historic context, themes, key poets, unseen analysis, poetic terminology
Section 2: Much Ado about Nothing
Characters, themes, key quotes, plot, context, Shakespearian comedy
Section 3: Short Stories
Taxonomy of the short story, chronology, plot, authors, punctuation, clauses
Section 4: Animal Farm
The Soviet context, Orwell, symbolism, characters, power and language, word classes
Section 5: Monologues
Creative and technical writing task
The Essay Question:
Choose from one of these titles. Your teacher will help you plan for these in class. You will be
able to bring in a quote sheet to your exam.
a) How do the writers convey the idea of patriarchy in two of ‘Much Ado About
Nothing’ by William Shakespeare‘, A Woman to Her Lover’ by Christina
Walsh and ‘The Story of an Hour’ by Kate Chopin?
b) How do the writers convey the idea of class hierarchy in two of ‘Animal Farm’ by
George Orwell, ‘Masque of Anarchy’ by Percy Bysshe Shelley and ‘Oh The Public by Anton
Chekhov?
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FRENCH
To succeed in your End of Year French exam you will need to revise the vocabulary of the
following topics/points (please refer to your French End of Year vocabulary booklet):
Section 1
Family members (le père, la mère, etc.)
Personality adjectives (agaçant, amusant, arrogant, etc.)
My physical description (j’ai les cheveux noirs et courts, etc.)
In town (la boite de nuit, le bowling, etc.)
Section 2
Hobbies (je joue au badminton, au tennis, etc.)
Frequency expressions (tous les jours, rarement, souvent, une fois par semaine, etc.)
Opinions (je trouve ça génial/ennuyeux, etc.)
I like and I don’t like (j’aime, j’adore, je préfère, etc.)
Films (une comédie, un western, etc.)
Section 3
Jobs (je suis ingénieur, facteur, boulanger, etc.)
Workplaces (dans un hôpital, dans un bureau, etc.)
Section 4
What’s important to me (ce qui est important pour moi, c’est l’argent/le sport, etc.)
What concerns me (ce qui me préoccupe, c’est l’environnement/l’état de la planète, etc.)
What can we do to help? (on peut faire du bénévolat/parrainer un enfant, etc.)
Grammatical points to focus on:
Adjectival agreement.
The present tense of avoir and être (to have and to be).
Definite and indefinite articles.
Prepositions.
The verb aller (to go).
The preposition à (à/au/aux).
Using jouer à and jouer de.
Using aimer, adorer, préférer and détester.
The verb vouloir.
Using job nouns in the feminine and masculine.
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GEOGRAPHY
Section 1: Geography of Africa
Mapping the physical and human geography of Africa
Analysing the development of Africa
The Sahara, Sahel and Savannah regions
Madagascar – ecosystems, endemic species and economy
Section 2: Rivers and Flooding
The drainage basin
The upper course of a river: v-shaped valleys and waterfalls
The middle and lower course of a river: meanders and ox-bow lakes
Storm Hydrographs
Causes, effects and management of flooding
Section 3: UK Weather and Climate
Weather Instruments
Difference between weather and climate
The Climate of the UK and influences
High/Low pressure and Warm/Cold Fronts
Synoptic Charts and Weather Forecasts
Section 4: Industry
The industrial system and industrial location
The link between development and employment structure
Changes in UK Industry
Transnational Corporations and Globalisation
Manufacturing in NEE’s
Section 5: Resources and Energy Demand
Non-renewable, renewable resources
Malthus and Boesrup: theories of resources versus population
Patterns of global resource production and consumption
Evaluating energy sources
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GERMAN
Meine familie: Übersetze den Text! Translate the text!
Ich heiße Hans, ich bin zwölf Jahre alt und ich wohne in Berlin mit meiner Familie. Ich habe einen Bruder
und eine Schwester. Mein Bruder ist ehrlich und witzig. Meine Schwester ist lustig und intelligent, aber
sehr schüchtern. Meine Schwester ist 13 Jahre alt und sie spielt Tennis. Und meine Eltern? Sie sind
ernst und geduldig. Meine Mutter hat lange, lockige, blonde Haare und blaue Augen. Sie ist 42 Jahre alt.
Mein Vater hat kurze, glatte, schwarze Haare und grüne Augen. Sie lieben Beethoven und Mozart.
Meine schule: Übersetze den Text! Translate the text!
Ich besuche ein Gymnasium in Bradford. Es ist ziemlich groß und modern. Unsere Labors
sind besonders gut ausgestattet und wir haben einen großen Computerraum. Dort haben wir
Informatikunterricht.
Ich mag meine Schule. In der Pause spiele ich gern Fußball mit meinen Freunden auf dem Schulhof, das
macht viel Spaß. Donnerstags nehmen wir nach der Schule an der Sport-AG teil und spielen Volleyball
und Handball.
Gestern bin ich gar nicht gern zur Schule gegangen. In der dritten Stunde haben wir einen Test in Physik
geschrieben und das war total schwierig.
Ich freue mich sehr auf deinen Besuch. Am Samstag warden wir einen Ausflug nach Manchester
machen, den ich habe Karten für das Fußballspiel City gegen United gekauft!

Directions
Links (left)
Rechts (right)
gerade aus (straight on)
Gehen Sie immer gerade aus. (Keep on going straight.)
über die Brücke gehen (to go over the bridge)
um die Ecke (round the corner)
gegenüber von (opposite from)
in Richtung auf die Kirche / das Hotel (in the direction of the church / hotel)
entlang (along)
Gehen Sie diese Straße entlang (Go down / along this street)
der Stadtplan
(city map)
der Nord
(north)
der Ost
(east)
der West
(west)
der Süd
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(south)
nach Norden / Osten / Westen / Süden
(to the north / east / west / south)
bis zur / zum
(up to)
bis zur Ampel
(up to the traffic lights)
bis zum Kino
(up to the cinema)
Holidays
Some questions to help you planning one of the four paragraphs in your essay. The one below is for the
final one in the future tense.
Was wird er / sie machen?
Wo?
Mit wem?
Wie wird er / sie fahren?
Was wird er / sie essen? Warum?
E.g. Er wird im Winter mit seinen Eltern nach Spanien fahren, weil er Spanien hasst! Es wird sehr kalt
sein, aber er wird im Meer schwimmen. Er wird auch Hamburgers essen, obwohl er Vegetarier ist!
Free time
die Freizeit

spare time

malen

to paint

reisen

to travel

lesen

to read

klettern

to climb

Rad fahren

to cycle

schwimmen

to swim

wandern

to hike

spielen

to play

Theater spielen

to do drama

Volleyball spielen

to play volleyball

Frisbee spielen

to play frisbee

fotografieren

to take photos
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gehen

to go, to walk

der Biergarten

beer garden

Was machst du gern...
...in deiner Freizeit?

What do you like doing...

...in your spare time? informal
Was machen Sie gern...
...in Ihrer Freizeit?

What do you like doing...

...in your spare time? formal
Ich male gerne

I like painting

Ich reise gerne

I like travelling

Ich lese sehr gerne

I love reading

Ich fotografiere gerne

I like taking photos

Ich fahre gerne Rad

I like cycling

Ich spiele gerne Theater

I like doing drama
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HISTORY
Read Before Revising:
The end of year test will cover areas of knowledge from our very first teaching week until our
most recent. It will be formatted as such:
Section 1
One 5 mark chronology question in which you will be asked to order historical time periods. (5
marks total)
Two short answer questions totalling 5 marks, per Half-term. (25 Marks Total)
Section 2
Two essay answer questions, each 10 marks, you may choose your essay questions from
whichever Half-term you prefer. (20 Marks Total)
For Section A you should revise by reading through all of the content and answering the
focussed practice questions, 2 for each Half-term:
Focus Questions:
Half-term 1
1. What impact did Galileo Galilei have on Enlightenment thinking?
2. Why did colonists in America in the 18th century, resent British rule?
Half-term 2
1. What was the Industrial Revolution?
2. How did industrialisation lead to a growth in city populations?
Half-term 3
1. What motivated European powers to colonise Africa 1881-1914?
2. Why has Cecil Rhodes been described as a ‘Social Darwinist’?
Half-term 4
1. Describe the alliances which existed prior to WWI.
2. Why did Germans resent Article 231 of the Treaty of Versailles?
Half-term 5
1. Was the evacuation from Dunkirk in 1940 a failure for the British?
2. What motivated the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour in 1941?
For Section B you should examine the list of essay topics and plan an essay on the two of
these which most interest you:
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Essay Topics
1. The different impacts of the Enlightenment.
2. The causes of industrialisation in Britain.
3. The causes of the Indian Mutiny.
4. The causes of WWI.
5. The significance of Churchill’s leadership to allied victory in 1945.
The Enlightenment
The Enlightenment was a social and cultural movement which took place throughout
northern Europe during the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries. It consisted of a revival in interest
for classical scholarship and practise and philosophical challenges to the Catholic Church,
substituting faith in it, for faith in scientific inquiry, liberal debate, democracy and the rights
and purpose of man on earth, not beyond it.
Many famous scientists and scientific discoveries are associated with the period, from Galileo’s
(1564-1642), publications on astronomy toward the beginning of the era, to the foundation of
the Royal Society in 1660 and Newton’s presidency of it, 1703-1727, toward the middle of the
period and its funding of the 1919 Principe Island expedition, instrumental in proving Einstein’s
theory of relativity, well into the 20th century. The enlightenment reshaped art, advanced
science, challenged the church, monarchy and established order and would eventually
foster abolition in 1833 and both the American War of Independence, 1775-83 and French
revolution, 1789-99.
The Transatlantic Slave Trade
Following Columbus’ 1492 discovery of the new world, European powers raced to colonise the
Americas and exploit its rich natural resources and arable land. The 1494 treaty of Tordesillas,
divided South America between the Portuguese and the Spanish. Vicious treatment and
foreign diseases had decimated the native populations by 1499, leading the Portuguese
to embark on their first slave voyage in 1526. Slaves were treated appallingly and used as
unskilled labour on plantations, growing lucrative crops such as sugar. The first recorded
British slave voyage took place in 1562 and British involvement in the trade grew over the
coming century owing to the expansion of its Caribbean possessions, such as Jamaica, taken
from the Spanish in 1655. Manufactured goods would be exchanged for slaves in Africa, slaves
transported to the new world to produce raw materials, these then shipped back to England
to be manufactured, in what became known as the ‘triangular trade’. Bringing Christianity to
Africans was among the justifications given for their enslavement.
Abolition
The abolitionist movement of the late 18th and early 19th centuries, owed in no small part to
Enlightenment thinking. Such thinking challenged the aforementioned religious justification
for slavery. Driven also by sectarian Christians, Quakers presented the first abolitionist petition
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to parliament in 1783, political pressure to end slavery, began to grow, within Britain. William
Wilberforce (1759-1833), the abolitionists’ de facto leader, made his famous abolitionist
speech to parliament in 1789, in the years that followed, public pressure, political connections
and the work of skilled individual actors, culminated in the introduction of a bill banning the
slavery throughout the British Empire in 1833.
The Loss of the American Colonies
Settlement of the thirteen American colonies began in 1607. By the mid-18th century, many
settlers had begun to consider themselves American rather than British and valued their
independence enormously, being politically and economically aspirational and successful.
British attempts to increase taxation on the colonies, led to the Boston Tea party in 1773,
which set colonists on a path to armed conflict with the British. The quartering of British
soldiers in colonist’s homes also generated grievance, symbolic of the perceived imperial
oppression. Guarantees of support to the colonists, from the French, eager to undermine their
imperial rivals, saw the Americans declare their independence in 1776, eventually defeating
the British in 1783.
The French Revolution
The enlightenment having eroded faith in the established order and undermined the king’s
divine right to rule, social disorder now threatened the stability of monarchy. A wealthy middle
class, aware of their surroundings and demanding political representation had emerged
within northern Europe. Impoverished by their support for the American war of independence
1775-83 and facing major crop failures in 1788, the French monarchy could no longer
meet the needs of their people. Between 1789 and 1799 the French revolution was fought,
resulting in the defeat of the monarchy, execution of French King Louis XVI and eventually the
establishment of a democratic republic. The precedent set by this event would see political
revolution and reform toward similar ends, sweep Europe throughout the 19th and indeed
20th century.
Britain as the First Industrialised Nation
Britain was the first nation to truly industrialise. Between 1750 and 1900 it underwent a
period of profound change in the way goods were manufactured and distributed, enabled by
the invention of numerous industrial technologies such as the spinning mule 1774 or steam
locomotive 1816. Ample resources for producing and powering machinery in the form of coal
and iron ore deposits, a period of prolonged safety and strength as an island empire, last
invaded in 1066 and the enormous market for goods throughout the empire, which contained
a quarter of the world’s population, combined to produce the perfect conditions for pursuing
the development of new industrial technologies. The period is known as the industrial
revolution, it marked the beginning of contemporary capitalism and fundamentally changed
our landscape, society, daily life and nation as a whole.
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The Impact of Industrialisation on Britain and Her People
The rapid growth of expensive, large industrial technologies, which required power sources,
saw the centralisation of labour into factories. Machines eliminated the jobs of many
agricultural labourers and could outperform skilled workers who had previously engaged in
activities such as spinning cotton. 70% of Britain’s population moved from the countryside
to work in factories, centred in rapidly growing cities. As a nation Britain became immensely
wealthy, it’s GDP growing 500%, a growing middle class benefited enormously from this and
many agricultural labourers who had struggled to find regular work, were offered stability in
constant factory labour. However, conditions in factories were inhumane and the drive for
profit suppressed wages. The rapid growth of cities had not been managed, slums had begun
to develop and many people now lived in appalling, cramped, polluted conditions, working
extremely hard in exchange for very little.
Electoral Reform
The rapid growth in population and shift of people between country and city, created rotten
and pocket boroughs throughout the country in which MP’s represented minimal or even
single voters. Furthermore the growth of the middle class owing to industrialisation along
with concentrated poverty within city slums, led to increased demand for the extension of the
franchise. Opting for reform over revolution, parliament passed a series of electoral reform
acts throughout the 19th century. At the start of the 19th century only a limited number
of land owning aristocrats could vote or stand, by the end of it, the majority of men could.
The 1832 Great Reform Act, marked the beginning of this process, which would change the
political culture of Britain permanently, essentially creating the contemporary representative
democracy, which governs us today.
Social Reform
The industrial revolution had produced immense poverty, population growth and sprawling
cities blighted by pollution. Booth and Rowntree’s 1889 poverty map brought to light not
only the intense suffering of London’s working class but also the impossibly challenging and
unjust nature of their poverty. The case for social reform began to grow with the belief that
society owed a moral duty to its poor. Furthermore, industrialists recognised the need for a
healthy workforce and imperialists in government, for a healthy army. Public health concerns
and attempts by the Liberals to steal power form the Conservative party and suffocate the
emergent threat of the Labour party, saw Liberal Chancellor Lloyd George introduce a range of
social reforms, including national insurance, free school meals and old age pensions from 1906
onwards.
Women’s Suffrage
The case for female suffrage grew throughout the 19th century along with the rapid extension
of the franchise to men. The NUWSS (1897), ‘suffragists’, organised popular, peaceful protests
and petitions, garnering significant political support. The WSPU (1903), ‘suffragettes’,
who employed civil disobedience and violent protest in pursuit of the vote, proved more
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controversial. Ruling Liberals who feared the enfranchisement of married, property owning
women and ideologically opposed Conservatives, combined to prevent cross party support
for a bill during the early 1900’s, and events such as Davidson’s death at the Epsom Derby
(1913) and the bombing of Lloyd George’s house by Suffragettes, created unease among
MP’s, increasingly unwilling to award the vote to violent protesters. However, the WSPU’s
suspension of direct action in 1914 and Pankhurst’s personal contributions in drumming
up political support for the war internationally, assisting with recruitment via the ‘Order of
the White Feather’, combined with the enormous contribution of female workers to the war,
eventually saw the extension of the franchise to women in 1918.
The Early British Empire
Following the establishment of Britain’s first permanent settlement; Jamestown Virginia
in 1607, Britons and other Europeans, began to populate America. The British successfully
established 13 colonies which became desirable trading partners, producing cash crops such
as tobacco. Early settlers moved to avoid religious persecution and the horrors of the English
Civil War as well in search of new land and wealth, England’s cities filthy and crowded and
its countryside labourers suffering consistent wage depression. Apart from the eventual
foundation of the United States, the early settlers were also responsible for the essential
genocide of America’s native peoples, who were consistently expropriated, killed, infected with
disease and brutalised by the arrival of western goods such as alcohol and firearms.
India Case Study
Vasco De Gama’s 1498 voyage established the possibility of sea trade between Europe and
the Indian sub-continent and the East India Company, poster boy for Britain’s imperial model
of creeping expansionism via private trade monopolies, was formed in 1600. Military victories
such as at the Battle of Plassey (1757) consolidated economic supremacy, giving the company
effective control of India by the 19th century. Having replaced the former Mughal emperors,
‘British Raj’ brought many tangible benefits such as education, infrastructure and early
democratic precedents. However, many Indian’s resented this assault on their culture and the
accompanying wealth drain. Education threatened to undermine the caste system through
producing social mobility and physically unifying different castes within the same institutions,
whilst Dalhousie’s attempts to ban practices such as Sati and usurp, through the doctrine of
lapse, the lands of Hindu princes, further enraged Indians. Tensions culminated in the Sepoy
mutiny of 1857, ostensibly a response to the use of pig and cow fat to grease cartridges issued
to Indian mercenaries by the British. Fighting continued for a year and following the fiasco the
company was dismantled and control of India transferred directly to the British state. By 1858
India had truly become the jewel in Queen Victoria’s crown.
19th Century Ideas, Darwin’s the Origin of Species
Published in 1859, Darwin’s scientific work which suggested natural selection as the primary
cause of species development and essentially developed the theory of evolution, had major social
impacts. Essentially antithetical to creationism, the book further divided the scientific community
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from the church and in so doing, undermined the latter’s already much reduced authority.
Individuals such as Cecil Rhodes incorrectly interpreted the work. Seen as scientific proof of the
notion that certain biological groups were superior to others and that selection by competition
not only produced the strongest results but was also ‘natural’, the book became influential in
developing malicious colonial attitudes, particularly towards the African continent and its people.
The Scramble for Africa
Although historically the subject of exploitation, particularly through the slave trade, Africa
had remained largely free of direct European rule until the very late 19th century. However,
between 1881 and 1914, virtually the entire continent was partitioned by European powers.
The discovery of precious metals, new trade routes such as the Suez Canal and the opportunity
to balance trade deficits through the acquisition of a new captive market, were the economic
incentives which drove the ‘scramble’. Beyond this, the personal crusades of individuals such
as Cecil Rhodes, motivated by emerging theories of Social Darwinism, coupled with increasing
European military and political rivalry from both existing and newly formed states, such as
Germany and Italy, saw vicious competition for rapid colonial expansion in the region. By 1914,
90% of Africa was owned by a small collection of European states.
The Causes of WWI
1914-1918, the war was fought mainly in Europe and saw the victory of England, France and
the US over Germany.
It began following the assassination of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to the AustroHungarian empire by Gavrilo Princip, a Serbian nationalist. There were several underlying
causes of the war. Firstly, militarism had seen European nations increasingly turn to combat
as a solution to problems and come to the belief that they could win wars quickly. Secondly,
imperialism, the Germans were eager to claim there ‘place in the sun’ and the British and
French eager to block them. The German navy could not challenge the British abroad but their
land army was powerful enough to expand within Europe. Thirdly alliances, Britain, France and
Russia were members of the ‘Triple Entente’, whilst Germany, Austro-Hungary and Italy were
members of the ‘Triple Alliance’, a war between just two countries could draw all the others
in. Finally, the Schlieffen plan, this secret German plan of attack presumed that France could
be defeated by surprise and Russia turned back on in six weeks, before they could mobilise,
this would avoid Germany having to fight on two fronts. The enacting of this first strike plan,
following war between Serbia and Austro-Hungary, accelerated the conflict.
The Western Front
The Western Front comprised of hundreds of miles of trenches, running through Belgium
and along the French German border. The British and French fought the Germans here for the
duration of the war and both sides sustained millions of casualties. Heavy artillery, poison gas,
machine guns and life in the muddy, disease ridden trenches, characterised the daily horrors of
conflict on the Western Front. Both sides employed essentially the same tactics; barrage your
enemy’s lines with heavy artillery for a number of hours or even days, then charge across no
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man’s land in an attempt to capture the opposing trench. At the battle of The Somme in 1916,
the British army sustained 60,000 casualties on the first day.
The Eastern Front and 1917 Russian Revolution
Conflict on the Eastern Front began with the Russian invasion of Prussia in August 1914 and
the near collapse of the German 8th army. Its commander Prittwitz, was quickly replaced by
Hindenburg who exploited Russian failure to consolidate territorial gains, flanking the invading
force and annihilating them at Tannenberg. A German counteroffensive the following summer
pushed deep into Russian territory, however, Austrian incompetence saw the southern
component of the Eastern Front near collapse and Romania enter the war on the allied side.
The Germans moved quickly to invade Romania and bolster the Eastern Front, whilst the
British failed spectacularly to establish a foothold in the east, at Gallipoli (1915). An already
embattled Tsar Nicholas II left to join the Russian front lines, whilst resource shortages, news
of casualties and Bolshevik revolutionaries and Rasputin’s unpopularity, tore the Russian
empire apart, resulting in open revolt in 1917. Desperate to exit the war as quickly as possible,
the provisional Russian government accepted defeat and major territorial losses to the
Germans, at the treaty of Brest-Litovsk (1918).
The Paris Peace Agreements
Following armistice in 1918, the ‘The Big Three’ met at Versailles to conclude Germany’s
fate. Clemenceau, the French prime minister, prevailed on the realist Lloyd George, British
prime minister and idealist Wilson, US president, to impose a harsh, punitive settlement on
the German’s. The Treaty of Versailles, signed in 1919, imposed strict military limitations,
significant territorial losses and an enormous reparations bill, alongside the ‘war guilt clause’.
Germans resented every facet of the treaty, which impoverished the country, stripped it of its
powerful army, leaving it vulnerable to external and internal threats, took Germany’s empire
and separated German speaking peoples within central Europe. Germans also felt the loss
of prestige and moral outrage that came from accepting defeat and guilt for the war, two
essential components of signing the treaty.
The Inter War Years, Economic Depression and the Rise of Dictatorship
Throughout the 1920’s the US experienced an economic boom, the positive effects of which
were felt across Europe. Speculation, over production, a collapse in demand and ill regulated
investments and lending, led to the Wall Street Crash in 1929. The collapse of the stock market
bankrupted, firms, investors and savers alike and the 1930’s became a decade of intense
economic depression. This fuelled the rise of dictators, such as Italy’s Mussolini and Germany’s
Hitler. National Socialism, the essence of Nazism, offered relief to the working peoples of Europe
with the promise of strong government, investment in infrastructure, economic protectionism
and self-sufficiency, to be achieved through territorial expansion. Nazism also organised around
traditional social values, militarism and nationalism; appealing features to Germans lacking a
sense of security and identity following their defeat in WWI. Germans found common cause as
they united against minorities, such as the Jews, blaming them for wider social issues.
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The Second World War in Europe and Churchill’s Leadership
Hitler’s invasion of Poland in September 1939 marked the beginning of open hostilities within
Europe. Norway, the low countries and France had fallen by May 1940, though the successful
evacuation of Dunkirk left allied forces to fight another day. Hitler turned his attentions to
an invasion of Britain, a feat which would require control of the skies. However, The Battle
of Britain, July 1940, saw the well trained and equipped RAF, stun the Luftwaffe, whilst
British forces in North Africa began to turn the tide against German and Italian expansion.
Frustrated with his failure in the west, Hitler turned east, invading the Soviet Union in June
1941. Significant initial gains proved insubstantial as the Russian winter set in and the Soviet’s
began, slowly, to force the Germans back, a war on two fronts had already begun to drain the
Germans and Hitler’s declaration of war on the US, December 1941, in support of his Japanese
ally, ensured sufficient military support for an allied invasion of Normandy in June 1944. Now
facing the US, Britain and France to the west and the Soviet Union to the east, Hitler could
fight only a year longer, before Germany was defeated in May 1945. Churchill led the British
from 1940 onward, marshalling the nation’s resolve to fight on with rousing rhetoric, immense
personal dedication and a flat refusal to accept any peaceful compromise with Hitler.
The Holocaust
Anti-Semitism had long been an ugly feature of European culture. However, throughout the
1930’s Hitler and other leading Nazi’s had worked to normalise vitriolic hate speech directed
at Jewish peoples, blaming them for wider social issues, such as poverty and the outbreak of
WWI. Spontaneous displays of violence against increasingly segregated Jewish communities,
such as ‘Kristallnacht’, transmuted into deliberate government provisions to accelerate the
destruction of the Jewish race. The invasions of Poland and Russia saw the introduction of
Einsatzgruppen, death squads dedicated to the murder of Jewish civilians in these territories.
In 1942 Heydrich convened leading Nazi’s in Wannsee, Berlin, where ‘The Final Solution’
was agreed upon. This was to be the extermination of the Jewish peoples of Europe, actively
pursued using the resources of the German state. Jews would be rounded up and deported to
concentration camps to be either gassed or worked, to death. Around 6 million Jews were killed
between 1941-45, many at the notorious Auschwitz.
War in the Pacific
The Japanese, members of the Axis, had been aggressively pursing imperial gains in East
Asia since invading China in 1937. Both the US and Japan had long suspected that their
respective ambitions for Pacific hegemony would breed a direct conflict. Though economically
and militarily developed, Japan had virtually no industrial resources, such as oil, and a US oil
embargo proved an existential threat to Japan, and, as such, another source of tension. The
Japanese could not invade the US, rather they planned to temporarily disable US naval forces.
Whilst the US rebuilt, Japan could import natural resources and consolidate its territorial
gains. On the 7th December 1941, Yamamato executed a surprise attack on the US naval
base in Hawaii; Pearl Harbour, killing around 3,000 Americans and damaging hundreds of
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US ships. Hitler followed his Japanese allies into a declaration of war on the US, and the US
responded, committing their military to the Allied campaigns in Europe and North Africa as well
as defeating the Japanese Empire in the east, achieving their surrender in September 1945,
through the first use of atomic weapons.
Origins of the Cold War
The US and its capitalist, democratic allies had long feared the totalitarian communist rule
of Stalin over the USSR. Through traditionally isolationist, by 1945 the US found its forces in
direct control of western Germany having met advancing Soviet troops from the east, at the
centre of Europe. Uneasy allies throughout the war, owing to ideological differences, Stalin’s
imperial designs and initial alliance with Hitler, relations between the West and the Soviet
Union quickly soured into a perpetual political and military standoff. No direct conflict took
place, however, early proxy wars in Greece, Korea and Vietnam and tense political stand offs
such as the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962, signalled an elevation in Cold War conflict, which
would not be resolved until the collapse of the USSR in 1989.
Britain’s Empire Post War
The cost of World Wars I&II wore resources for policing the colonies thin. Soldiers from the
colonies had fought for the British in these conflicts, they now demanded equal treatment.
White English speaking colonies, such as Canada, had degrees of self-government prior even
to 1914 and the unwillingness of the British to treat non-white English speaking nations
similarly, soured relationships within the empire as well as international perceptions of it.
Having fought to defeat fascism in Europe, it seemed hypocritical for the British to continue
to subjugate others outside of the continent. The education system Britain had created in
its colonies, fostered a population with the desire and capacity for self-rule, who recognised
the undemocratic and exploitative nature of colonialism. Themselves a former colony, the US
refused to support British imperial interests, openly condemning the invasion of the Suez in
1956. Gandhi had secured independence for India by 1947 and de colonisation accelerated
throughout the 50’s and 60’s.
The USA in the 20th Century
The US began the 20th century an isolationist power with little interest in military action
abroad. Their economy, though growing, was no match for that of Britain and France’s global
empires and their army, though significant, was still smaller than that of their neighbouring
Mexico. Cultural and economic affinity between the US and Britain, coupled with the German
sinking of US passenger and trade liners, drew America into WWI in 1917. Following Harding’s
election in 1920, the US reversed its policy of international political engagement, through
grew immensely wealthy throughout the 1920’s. Economic depression throughout the 1930’s,
tempered by Roosevelt’s ‘New Deal’, finally ended with the opportunities for trade presented
by supporting the Allies all-out war against Germany. Following the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbour in 1941, the US joined the war and by 1945 US forces were based in Europe and
the US governed Japan and her former imperial possessions. The US now had the world’s
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greatest military, including the first atomic weapons, and having become stakeholders in the
war, a renewed interest in global politics. The period of ‘Cold War’ which followed, saw the US
become a highly interventionist global power, utilising military force, trade partnerships and
diplomacy to engineer global alliance systems such as NATO and attempt to contain the spread
of communism, favouring a global capitalist, democratic, consensus.
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MATHS
Use the list and the mathswatch clips below along with your exercise book to help you revise
for your end of year maths test.
Revision list and mathswatch clips
Order of operation - BODMAS (mathswatch clips: 75)
Adding and Subtracting fractions (mathswatch clips: 71a & 71b)
Multiplying and Dividing fractions (mathswatch clips: 73 & 74)
Changing fractions to decimals (mathswatch clips: 85)
Product of primes (mathswatch clips: 78)
Percentage increase (mathswatch clips: 108)
Compound interest (mathswatch clips: 164)
Simplifying algebraic expressions (mathswatch clips: A7a & A7b)
Expanding single bracket (mathswatch clips: A8)
Expanding double brackets (mathswatch clips: 134b)
Solving equations (mathswatch clips: 135a)
Nth term of a sequence (mathswatch clips: 103)
Plotting coordinates (mathswatch clips: A1 & a1B)
Reflection, Rotation, Translation and Enlargement (mathswatch clips: 48, 49, 50, 148)
Equation of a straight line (mathswatch clips: 159a)
Midpoint of a line segment (mathswatch clips: 133)
Gradient of a straight line (mathswatch clips: 159b)
Bar charts, line graphs and pie charts (mathswatch clips: 15, 96, 128a)
Scatter diagrams (mathswatch clips: 129)
Probability using venn diagrams (mathswatch clips: 127a)
Probability tree diagrams (mathswatch clips: 151)
Perimeter and area of rectangles (mathswatch clips: 52, 53)
Volume and Surface area of cuboids (mathswatch clips: 115, 114a)
Area of a sector (mathswatch clips: 167)
Pythagoras’ theorem (mathswatch clips: 150a, 150b)
Angle sum of polygons (mathswatch clips: 123)
Interior and exterior angles of regular polygons (mathswatch clips: 123)
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MUSIC
The areas of knowledge for this half term have been broken down into sub-sections based on
what you are required to do with this knowledge.
Section 1: Notation
You will need to recall:
How you can accurately draw both the treble and bass clef signs on the stave
The notes of the treble and bass clefs, along with the rhymes taught to help you remember
The first leger-lined notes above and below the stave for both clefs
Section 2: Duration
You will need to recall:
The names of the basic rhythmic notes taught
The note values (i.e. number of beats) of the basic rhythmic notes taught
Exactly how the lengths of notes are affected when dots are placed after those notes
The ability to calculate the answers to simple musical rhythmic sums (using both dotted and
undotted notes)
Section 3: Intervals
You will need to recall:
The differences between semitones, tones and a tone-and-a-half
The ability to write missing notes on the stave (remember what clef is being used!) based on
the specified interval
Section 4: Piano notes
You will need to recall:
The best method for you to identify a starting point when working out the layout of the piano notes
The correct direction you work through the alphabet when ascending or descending the piano
The two different names for each black note of the piano
Section 5: Orchestral musical instruments
You will need to recall:
The names of the different orchestral musical instruments belonging to each orchestral family
The names of the different orchestral musical instruments from looking at their pictures
The names of the different orchestral musical instruments from reading their descriptions
The ability to write your own articulate description of a given selection of these musical
instruments
The correct spellings of all these orchestral musical instruments
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PHYSICS
How to revise:
Go through your old revision guides from half-term 1-5. Make notes/flash cards on anything
you are not sure about.
Memorise all equations by making flash cards.
Use BBC Bitesize to recap anything you are unsure on.
Section 1: Energy
Know all the energy stores and transfers
Memorise and use the equation for work done: W=Fs or work done = force x distance
Memorise and use the equations for kinetic energy, Ek = ½ mv2, , and gravitational potential
energy, Ep = mgh.
Memorise and use the equation for power, P=E/t.
Know the definition of efficiency and use the equation:

Section 2: Particle Model
Describe the particles in a solid, liquid and gas.
Define density.
Memorise and use the equation density = mass ÷ volume
Explain how to calculate the density of regular and irregular objects using the eureka can.
Define what specific latent heat is.
Know how to interpret a heating and cooling curve (the flat part of the graph means a change
of state)
Section 3: Waves
Know the parts of a wave.
Define transverse and longitudinal
Describe what the EM spectrum is.
Describe several uses and dangers of EM waves.
Define ultrasound and infrasound
Describe how sound waves are used to detect.
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Section 4: Magnetism
Define magnetic field and state its direction.
Explain the difference between an induced and permanent magnet.
Describe how to make an electromagnet and change its strength.
Explain how electromagnets can be used.
Describe geomagnetism.
Section 5: Circuits
Explain what current and potential difference is.
Describe the difference between series and parallel circuits.
Describe how current and potential difference behave in a parallel circuit and a series circuit.
Explain what happens to resistance in series and parallel.
Memorise and use the equation V=IR
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RELIGION
To revise for religion the best resources are your classwork, exams, essays and knowledge
organisers from throughout the year. To properly revise you need to do something active like
converting notes from one format into another such as bullet points into diagrams or tables
into paragraphs. Then you need to test yourself regularly. Create questions for yourself or
write out the questions from previous exams and then regularly test yourself to see if you can
give the correct answer. Below is a summary of the Sections that could come up and a glossary
of key words. You need to be familiar with each key word and each Section if you want to do
well in the exam.
Section 1: Buddhism
Life of the Buddha: the four sights; early life of Siddhartha Gautama; enlightenment; Buddha’s
teachings,
Buddhist ethics: the noble eightfold path; the middle way; meditation,
Theravada and Mahayana split: geography of the split; different attitudes to enlightenment;
role of Bodhisattvas
Buddhist institutions: the role and status of the sangha
Section 2: Assessing Buddhism
Karma and suffering: How Buddhist beliefs help people cope with suffering; How Buddhist
beliefs may make it harder to cope with suffering; the 2004 Tsunami
Living as a Buddhist:
lifestyle differences between the sangha and the laity; spiritual differences between the
sangha and the laity; the role of donations.
Politics and conflict: meaning of ahimsa, non-judgement, the parable of the arrow, the
Myanmar revolution; karma as punishment; the Sri Lankan civil war
Buddhist authority: the role of the Dalai Lama; how the Dalai Lama is chosen
Section 3: Hinduism
Hindu Gods: The role of Vishnu, Shiva and Brahma; Reasons why particular Gods are and are
not worshipped;
Hindu texts: the structure and language of the Vedas; the puranas; the plot of the Ramayana;
significance of the Ramayana today
Hindu philosophy: the significance of samsara, atman and moksha; Brahman
Living as a Hindu: the four ashramas; sadhus
Section 4: Assessing Hinduism
Puja: What is Puja? Does Puja create excessive waste? Does Puja exploit the poor?
Caste system: the status and roles of the four castes; the untouchables; religious justifications
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for the caste system; assessing whether the caste system is religious
Women: Suttee; Role and status of Goddesses; Whether Hinduism can be separated from
Indian culture
Hinduism as a culture: Monotheistic interpretations of Hinduism; Understanding Hinduism as
a culture; Understanding Hinduism as a religion; the Vivekananda doctrine
Section 5: World Religions
Defining religion: the conceptual schema (rituals, doctrines, metaphysical beliefs, ethics,
narrative and institutions); whether all religions meet the criteria; belief versus worship of
God/Gods
Zoroastrianism: Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu; Zoroastrian ethics; environmentalism
Shinto: Geography of Shinto; role and status of Kami; Shinto worship
Sikhism: The Gurus, the five Ks; Sikh attitudes towards God; the Guru Granth Sahib
Glossary
Ritualistic: Relating to practices or ceremonies
Metaphysical: Relating to the ultimate nature of reality and what exists.
Doctrinal: Relating to fundamental beliefs.
Ethical: Relating to how people should behave/how people should live their lives well.
Institutions: Human organisations.
Narrative: Relating to stories.
Interdependent: Everything mutually relying on other things.
Transience: A process of change
Dukkha: Suffering understood as spiritual as well as physical
Enlightenment: A state of full understanding and awareness: the knowledge achieved is
emotional as well as intellectual
Reincarnation: the cycle of death and rebirth.
Ascetic: Someone who withdraws from bodily pleasures
Meditation: Process of training the mind through contemplation.
Sramanic: Tradition of wandering holy men who live an ascetic land use meditation to make
mystical predictions/prophesies.
Nirvana: The ultimate aim of Buddhism: a state where you feel complete bliss because of your
realisation that you and the universe are one.
The four sights: four things Siddartha Gautama (who became the Buddha) saw when he left
the palace for the first time: an old man, a sick man, a holy beggar and a corpse.
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The middle way: a Buddhist ethical approach to life which advises Buddhists to not lie by the
extremes of self-indulgence (obsessing over bodily pleasures) or ascetism
The noble eightfold path: the eight principles that a Buddhist should follow in order to reach
enlightenment.
Dharma: The teachings of Buddhism
Nomad: Someone who does not live in one fixed place
Karma: the spiritual belief in ultimate cause and effect. Good actions will lead to good
consequences whilst bad actions which lead to bad consequences.
Bereavement: having lost a loved family member or close friend.
Sangha: Buddhist term for the clergy (those employed in religious institutions).
Laity: followers of a religion who are not clergy.
Dalai Lama: title meaning ocean of wisdom for the head of the Tibetan Gulugpa tradition of
Buddhism.
Ahimsa: all living things contain Buddha-nature so deserve love
Parable: a story with a moral message
The Vedas: The four holy books of Hinduism
Samsara: Hindu term for reincarnation
Atman: Hindu term for the soul
Moksha: The Hindu idea of liberation after death where one’s Atman joining with Brahman
Ramayana: an epic Hindu poem which describes how Rama rescued his wife Sita from the evil
demon kind Ravanna. The story is remembered during Diwali celebrations.
Sadhus: a Hindu sramana who has dedicated themselves to spirituality and no longer enjoys
worldly pleasures.
Puja: a form of worship through gift-giving
Murtis: a statue or image of the Gods
Mantra: a chant or repeated phrase/prayer
Yantra: a diagram of the universe
Caste: a social group which is determined by birth.
Brahmin: the highest caste which is seen as spiritually the purest.
Kshatryia: the second highest caste which is involved government and warfare.
Vaishya: the caste involved in money-making through trade and owning property/land.
Sudra: the caste who work as labourers.
Untouchable: a social group below the caste system and do the dirtiest jobs.
Ashramas: the four life-stages a Hindu should follow in order to live a good life.
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Sati/suttee: the practice of widows committing suicide on the funeral pyres of their husbands.
Funeral pyre: a bonfire on which a dead body is cremated.
Purdha: a method of keeping upper caste women out of sight.
Feminism: the belief that men and women should be treated equally
Devi: female God
The divine: relating to or connected to God/Gods
Polytheism: the belief in the existence of multiple Gods.
Monotheism: the belief in the existence of just one God.
The Vedas: a collection of four books which is the central Holy Text for Hindus.
Samsara: The endless cycle of birth, life, death and re-birth.
Elites: people at the top of society.
Culture: the loosely shared ideas and customs of a group of people.
Politics: the activities connected with how power is exercised and people are governed.
Tulku: an enlightened person that will choose to be reborn
Dualism: the belief in the existence of two substances or that everything is determined by two
forces
Angra Mainyu: the Zoroastrian force of destruction who is responsible for death, disease and
disasters
Azura Mazda: the Zoroastrian God who is the creator of the universe.
Kami: Shinto idea of invisible spirits who live in this world.
Guru: a teacher or wise person in Hinduism or Sikhism.
The Guru Granth Sahib: the holy book of Sikhism which collects the writings of earlier Gurus.
Today it is revered as if it were a living guru.
Khalsa: the community of Sikhs who show dedication to their faith by wearing the five Ks:
Kesh (uncut hair)
Kara (a steel bracelet)
Kanga (a wooden comb)
Kaccha (cotton underwear)
Kirpan (steel sword)
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